Best Practices

Dashboards Best Practices
6 Tips for Creating and Managing Great Dashboards for Your Application
Dashboards enable you to build data visualization from the devices and services connected to your account,
and to make it available for other users and customers. TagoIO provides several components for building and
sharing applications. Here are six tips to help you to get the most from TagoIO’s dashboard tools.
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Add date interval options for

2

Clone Dashboard

dynamic Tables, Maps and Charts

You may face situations where you need to

Final users can access dashboards in their
applications but they are not able to change the
widget's configurations, as that is only available
for developers. However, developers can add
options to make it available for the users, such
as setting preset time intervals to display data.
When adding these intervals, the calendar will
also enable the user to select date periods.

change the device or bucket for all your
widgets, save a backup for your dashboard or
even create a new one with the same look. You
can accomplish all this by cloning your
dashboard.
Cloning a dashboard allows you to create a
copy of it and change the device and bucket for
all your widgets at once. It’s an important
feature for development that can save you a lot
of time.
Note that cloning a dashboard will not copy
devices, buckets or data. You will be asked to
link the devices/buckets when opening the
cloned dashboard for the first time.

How to do it:
1. Enter the widget configuration.
2. Go to Advanced Options

How to do it:
1. Edit the dashboard

3. In the Date Interval options, enter the

2. Go to Clone options

numeric value for your interval in first field, and
the desired period in the second field (e.g 2
weeks)
4. Press Save

4. Go to the cloned dashboard and you will be
prompted with the options to choose new
devices for your dashboard.

3. Press Clone to my account button
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Add Tabs to your dashboards

4

Group dashboards in folders

Having a large number of widgets in a single

using Tags

dashboard may make your application look
confusing. You don’t need to create many
diﬀerent dashboards just to create a better
experience for your users. You can create Tabs
inside a single dashboard so that it will become
easier to use it while giving it a professional
looking.
Also, you can add links to other dashboards or
external pages to make them accessible from
the tab titles.

Creating several dashboards or having too
many applications in your account can turn your
list too long and hard to work with.
One way to get around this is by grouping the
related dashboards in folders. This will help you
to organize your dashboards and improve the
navigation. If you prefer, you can share
dashboards with others without the grouping
structure.

Have in mind that:
• Too much information can be distracting for
users
• Dashboard loading time is proportional to
quantity of widgets built in a single dashboard

How to do it:

How to do it:
1. Edit your dashboard
2. Go to Tab options
3. Select type Dashboard and enter a label that
will show up in the tab title
4. Press Save and start creating your widgets.

1. Edit your dashboard
2. Go to Tag options
3. Enter a Tag Key and a Tag Value. The tag
value is the displayed name for your folder.
4. Right below, select the entered Tag key for
the group dashboards for level 1.
5. Press Save.
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Embed widgets into your

6

Explore the use of Icons widget

website

In order to get your dashboard more customized

If you already have your own external
application or website, you can find it useful to
display a widget from your dashboard inside
your page. Integrating a widget from your
dashboard to your application is easy, and you
can embed charts, maps, tables, or any other
widget, always with real-time capability.

and cleaner, you can use the Icons widget* to
display the value of variables with more
resources, like icons and colors. You can even
configure scenarios where they change based
on the text.

How to do it:

How to do it:

1. From your dashboard, edit the widget that
you want to embed

1.Press ‘+’ inside a dashboard to add a widget

2. Go to the Embed Widget tab*

3. Enter a variable and go to Advanced Options
to customize it
4. Under ‘Variable Conditions’ enter the
conditions and icon for each case

3. Press Generate Code
4. Copy the code and add it in your page.

If you cannot find the ideal icon for your
application you have the choice to use your own
icon. Just upload one in .svg format in a server,
and enter the link in the widget edit tab.

2. Select the Icons widget

If you looking for more . . .
• Get access to our complete documentation
• Join our community on Slack
• Ask questions to our technical team or open a ticket
• Watch our tutorials, webinars, and other videos here.

www.tago.io

contact@tago.io

